
Annex 4 

NEGOTIATING NEW TREATIES OF 1936 

 

Based on - 

Negotiating New Treaties with Panama: 1936 by Lester D Langley (Hispanic American 

Historical Review, May 1968.  Duke University Press): 

https://read.dukeupress.edu/hahr/article/48/2/220/157650/Negotiating-New-Treaties-

with-Panama-1936 

 

PRELUDE TO NEGOTIATIONS 

 

An earlier attempt to resolve some of the perceived inequities of the 1903 Treaty ended in 

failure.  Alfaro-Kellogg Treaty (aka the Kellogg-Alfaro Treaty) was signed between Panama 

and the US on 28 July 1926.  It set out to regulate the procedure for the expropriation of 

land for the operation of the Canal; the establishment of enterprises; the granting of 

customs facilities for Panama; and the payment, among others. It was eventually rejected 

by Panama's National Assembly1.  It was negotiated by the same person who later 

negotiated the 1936 Treaty for Panama2. 

 

The draft 1926 Treaty would have forced Panama it to allow continued control of the 

radiographic stations by the US and to make dangerous concessions at the military level, 

turning Panama into a war ally of the US. 

 

It had followed the 1904 Taft Agreement (1904), which was a concession made by the 

administration of President Theodore Roosevelt.  Whereas the 1903 Treaty had allowed 

the US to act as if the Canal Zone was US sovereign territory, the Taft Agreement provided 

that the Zone would be permitted to import only those materials deemed necessary for 

 
1  https://www.archives.gov/files/research/foreign-policy/memoranda-1963.pdf  
2  https://www.ecured.cu/Tratado_Alfaro-Kellogg  

https://read.dukeupress.edu/hahr/article/48/2/220/157650/Negotiating-New-Treaties-with-Panama-1936
https://read.dukeupress.edu/hahr/article/48/2/220/157650/Negotiating-New-Treaties-with-Panama-1936
https://www.archives.gov/files/research/foreign-policy/memoranda-1963.pdf
https://www.ecured.cu/Tratado_Alfaro-Kellogg


the construction of the Canal, the use of its employees, or sale to transiting ships.  Canal 

Zone commissaries would not be open to the general public, (though it is said that 

enforcement of this rule was sometimes lax). The Taft Agreement expired in 1924.3 

 

President Roosevelt had adopted a “Good Neighbor” policy in Latin America and the 

Caribbean, to secure stability in the region through cooperation and trade rather than 

military force and the examples of intervention (including in Panama in the 1920s).  

This initiative started with it being included in his inauguration speech of March 1933.  The 

first fruit of the new policy saw the 1903 treaty with Cuba that gave the US the right to 

intervene to preserve internal stability or independence (in much the same way as in 

Panama) was abrogated.4  

 

However, when Roosevelt’s New Deal diplomats sought to change the status of Panama 

and the Canal, and convert the relationship with Panama from being a protectorate to a 

partner, this raised fears for the security of the vital Canal.  The US military considered 

that the 1903 Treaty5, which allowed US intervention in Panamanian politics, was vital to 

the preservation of strategic interests; and that almost anything done in, by or for Panama 

could potentially impact the security of the Canal. 

 

 

Between 1933 and 1936, Panamanian and US representatives met in Washington to 

negotiate amendment of the 1903 Treaty, taking into account Panama’s political and 

economic aspirations, while still safeguarding the Canal. 

 

 
3  https://www.encyclopedia.com/humanities/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/taft-
agreement-1904  
4  https://history.state.gov/milestones/1921-1936/good-neighbor  
5  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hay%E2%80%93Bunau-Varilla_Treaty#Article_III  
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These discussions led to no less than 4 treaties, all signed in March 1936, of which 2 never 

came into effect (and about which see more below) and 2 others which had to wait until 

mid-1939 to be ratified.  

 

By the late 1920s, Panamanians were said to be feeling deep resentment.  The impact of a 

Great Depression6 served to exacerbate tensions because Panamanians found themselves 

competing for unskilled jobs on the “Silver Roll” with those of West Indian origin, whose 

forebears had been imported by to supply the manual labour for the construction of the 

Canal.  Skilled, or “Gold Roll,” employment was generally reserved for Americans.  

 

One result was that Panamanians came to condemn all foreigners — whether they were 

American technicians or West Indian labourers — as usurpers who seized the profits of 

the Canal for themselves, while Panamanians suffered economic deprivation.  

 

The effects of the Depression were especially acute in the terminal cities of Panama City 

and Colón at either end of the Canal.  Here the emerging middle classes depended on the 

prosperity of the Canal for their livelihood.   

 

Most of these middle-class groups had migrated from rural to urban areas, and had 

entered business or government service.  As much as the unemployed Panamanian who 

competed with those of West Indian origin in the Canal Zone, the middle classes in the 

cities resented US policy in Panama and sought greater commercial benefits for 

themselves from the Canal.  There was constant agitation for the nationalisation of 

foreign-owned businesses, and militant demands for a larger share in the economic 

benefits of the Canal. 

 

 

 
6  The worldwide economic downturn began in 1929 and lasted in some places until about 1939. 



Nationalism was a major factor in the 1931 coup.  The Acción Comunal party had been 

founded in 1926, and represented important opposition to the Presidency of Florencio 

Harmodio Arosemena, whom it accused of having organised electoral fraud to become 

President.  By 1931, accusations of financial and political scandals involving Arosemena 

reached a high pitch, and on 2 January 1931, Acción Comunal launched a successful coup.  

 

The US Minister in Panama and Secretary of State Henry L Stimson7 refused to send troops 

into Panama City (as was permitted under the 1903 Treaty) to counter the coup.  

However, this restraint is said to have done nothing to reduce the anti-Americanism that 

had become an integral part of Panamanian nationalism.  The ruling clique that had ruled 

Panama for generations had done so largely on threats that any revolt would trigger 

intervention by the US.  The failure of the US to react to the coup completely discredited 

this group.  Following the coup, politicians would feel safe to appeal to the electorate in 

openly anti-American tones. 

 

This “Yankeephobia” carried over into the Presidential campaign of 1932, and relations 

with the US became the overriding issue in the election.  It was felt that only a reduction 

of US influence would allow Panama greater access to wealth generated by the Canal.  

None of the candidates sought the endorsement of US officials, and the election was won 

by Dr Harmodio Arias Madrid8, an intellectual who had served as a representative in the 

National Assembly during the 1920s.  

 

In 1911, after several years of study in London, he had published a treatise calling for the 

internationalisation of the Canal and had consistently adopted a firm line on US policy in 

Panama.  As President, Dr Harmodio Arias Madrid was determined to mitigate the harsh 

effects of the Depression, with a moratorium on the national debt, establishing a savings 

 
7  He was secretary of War during World War 2. 
8  Brother of wartime President Arnulfo Arias Madrid, see Chapter 42. 



bank, and overseeing a reduction in civil service salaries.  Such moves assuaged, but did 

not end the economic problems faced by the country.   

 

The new President recognised that Panama’s economy was inextricably bound up with 

that of the Canal Zone.  Only by a greater share in the benefits of the Canal could Panama 

solve its economic problems.  Newspapers and civil organisations which had supported his 

campaign now clamoured for revision of the 1903 Treaty, and in early October 1933, he 

travelled to Washington. 

 

NEGOTIATIONS BEGIN 

 

His visit to the US was an important prelude to the revision of the 1903 Treaty.  During a 

preliminary discussion with President Roosevelt, he learned that he must negotiate also 

with the State, War, and Navy Departments.  This caused him to prepare a detailed 

memorandum for Secretary of State Cordell Hull.    

 

In this Memorandum, Arias Madrid called for more participation by Panamanian 

merchants in Canal Zone commerce, a reduction of sales by the commissary stores in the 

Zone that sold goods at reduced prices, and an end to the subsidiary business activities of 

the Panama Railroad, which also owned several hotels and rental property in Panama City 

and Colón.  

 

Having outlined these headline items, Arias Madrid suggested the following 

recommendations as a future foundation for US-Panamanian relations -  

1. That the Canal is to be used, occupied and controlled exclusively for the 

maintenance, operation, sanitation and protection of the existing Canal; 

2. That, as a consequence of the above, Panama shall be in a position to insure 

for her own development, the commercial advantage inherent to her own 

geographical location, without –  



a. on the one hand, affecting the maintenance, operation, sanitation, and 

protection of the Canal by the US, nor her judicial, police, and 

administrative jurisdiction in the Canal Zone; or 

b. on the other hand, prejudicing the prosperity of Panama or her prestige as 

a nation; 

3. That the government of the US favour the solution by means of arbitration of 

such questions of an economic nature which may arise and which cannot be 

decided directly by the 2 Governments. 

 

Although he had taken care to safeguard many traditional US privileges in the Canal Zone, 

the 3 general propositions had far-reaching implications.  

 

The first proposal, for instance, could be interpreted as a limitation on the powers granted 

to the US in Article III of the 1903 Treaty9.   

 

Inherent in the second proposition was a criticism that Panamanian rights had not 

received proper recognition in the past.   

 

Finally, the suggestion of arbitration possibly impinged on Canal defence, operation, and 

maintenance, since certain kinds of economic activity related directly to those functions.  

 

The Memorandum received a more conciliatory reaction from the State Department than 

that from the War and Navy Departments.  Secretary of State Hull agreed that some 

limitation ought to be placed on commissary sales, but he was unwilling to adopt the 

retrenchment that Arias Madrid proposed.  More importantly, Hull offered his own 

version of the 3 proposals.   

 
9  “The Republic of Panama grants to the United States all the rights, power and authority within the zone 
mentioned which the United States would possess and exercise if it were the sovereign of the territory 
within which said lands and waters are located to the entire exclusion of the exercise by the Republic of 
Panama of any such sovereign rights, power or authority”. 



 

Essentially, Hull’s version of the first 2 proposals were similar to those put forward by 

Arias Madrid - except that his versions strengthened US powers in the operation, 

maintenance, and defence of the Canal.   

 

The third proposal proved more troublesome, but Hull was willing to accept arbitration on 

economic questions “not so clearly associated with the maintenance, operation, 

sanitation, and protection of the canal as to involve possible derogation from the rights 

granted to the United States by the Treaty of 1903”. 

 

Hull’s counterproposals, with slight modification, became the Roosevelt-Arias 

Memorandum of 17 October 1933.  Probably the most important change was the 

omission of the phrase, “as to involve possible derogation from the rights granted to the 

United States by the Treaty of 1903”.   This Memorandum represented a considerable 

triumph for Arias Madrid.  Roosevelt and Hull had amended his proposals, especially the 

third one, only slightly, and although he had failed to obtain a formal treaty, the 

Memorandum committed the Roosevelt administration to grant a “new deal” to Panama. 

 

The Arias-Madrid Memorandum contained the following principles points - 

• Restrictions on the sale to vessels boats by commissariats; 

• Measures to prevent sales at "below normal" prices on items such as cigarettes 

and beer that did not generate tax revenue in Panama; 

• Instructions to prevent smuggling activities by those authorised to use the 

commissariats and restrictions on the use of restaurants, clubhouses and 

admission to cinemas in the Canal Zone. 

In addition, the Memorandum pointed out the need to eliminate the clause that obliged 

tenants or contractors of restaurants to buy their provisions in the commissariats of the 

Canal Zone or through them10. 

 
10  https://www.ecured.cu/Tratado_Arias-Roosevelt  

https://www.ecured.cu/Tratado_Arias-Roosevelt


 

However, Arias Madrid was still not satisfied.  The Good Neighbor credo must be 

enshrined in a formal treaty, he argued, for a future US Administration might rescind any 

promises contained in the Roosevelt-Arias Memorandum.  Panama also feared that 

already the Canal Zone officials were formulating plans for Canal expansion which would 

mean taking over more territory under the eminent domain provisions of the 1903 

Treaty11.   

 

In June 1934, the Governor of the Canal Zone held a conference with State Department 

officials which confirmed the suspicions of plans for a further expansion of the Canal. The 

Governor refuted any justification for a new treaty and contended that the Canal had not 

in fact been “completed” as the Roosevelt-Arias memorandum appeared to presume.  

Construction was already being undertaken, he pointed out, and future Canal 

enlargement would be facilitated if the old legal safeguards and privileges in the 1903 

Treaty were retained.  

 

Nevertheless, the State Department had decided already to yield to pressure from 

Panama for treaty discussions, and preliminaries were arranged by Secretary of State Hull 

on his return from the Montevideo Conference of December 1933.  For the actual 

negotiations, however, he turned to Sumner Welles, a brilliant career diplomat who 

specialised in Caribbean affairs and who had been a trouble-shooter for the US 

Government in that area since the 1920s.  Like Roosevelt and Hull, Welles possessed 

genuine sympathy for Panamanian grievances. 

 

During 1934, Welles arranged a series of 110 meetings with the Panamanian delegation 

headed by Ricardo Alfaro12.  Welles was inclined to yield to Panamanian aspirations for de 

 
11  See Chapter 54.  Plans for expansion of the Canal had indeed been discussed. 
12  He later contested the 1940 elections against Arnulfo Arias Madrid, withdrawing amid claims of election 
fraud and intimidation on the part of Arias Madrid. See https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ricardo-
joaquin-alfaro-jovane/  

https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ricardo-joaquin-alfaro-jovane/
https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ricardo-joaquin-alfaro-jovane/


facto independence; yet he remained responsible for the protection of strategic interests 

of the US.  Alfaro viewed his mission as a kind of crusade to recover the sovereignty which 

Panama had lost in 1903 because of her inexperience in international politics.  In his 

opinion, the founding fathers of the Republic had unwisely trusted American paternalism 

and what he saw as the gross inequity of the 1903 Treaty proved the ill effects of such 

political myopia. 

 

It was agreed to discuss the 1903 Treaty an Article at a time, postponing commentary on 

Article I13.  Using Article II14, US authorities had taken additional Panamanian territory for 

the purpose of maintaining or improving the Canal.  It was conceivable, Alfaro 

emphasised, that the US might exercise a lien on the entire country, for the 1903 Treaty 

had placed no limitation on the extra lands and waters that could be attached to the Canal 

Zone.  Although he appreciated Alfaro’s logic, Welles fell back on the old strategic 

argument — a future war might demand extensive appropriations of lands and waters for 

Canal security.  Indeed, Roosevelt himself had stated earlier to the Commission that the 

US Government could not relinquish fully the prerogatives under Article II. 

 

Most of the difficulty over Article II lay in the inability to find a satisfactory definition of 

rights that would limit US expansion yet provide for future acquisitions if necessary.   

In March 1935, Roosevelt offered his own prescription that by a liberal interpretation of 

the new treaty, Panama and the US should discuss any future problem of appropriation of 

territory. 

  

Obviously, President Roosevelt assumed that in the event of an emergency any 

responsible Panamanian Government would be willing to cooperate in defensive 

measures and that Panamanian administrations would be friendly to the needs of the 

US.  Welles, however, perceived the flaw in this argument.  More pessimistic than 

 
13  “The United States guarantees the freedom of the Republic of Panama”. 
14  “The Republic of Panama grants the United States with the use of the land said canal be built, the 
surrounding land for construction purposes, and all islands within the limits of the zone”. 



Roosevelt about the cooperation of future Panamanian governments, he held out for 

additional safeguards.   

 

Alfaro was thus given an ultimatum: he could accept the compromise Article II for the new 

treaty or delay the negotiations.  The new Article II, which Alfaro reluctantly accepted, was 

a compromise.  In it the US renounced the objectionable “in perpetuity” phrase of the old 

Article II, and Panama recognised a joint duty to cooperate with the US in the future if 

Canal defence demanded territorial acquisitions. No specific delimitation of lands and 

waters was written into the agreement. 

 

Meanwhile, the commissary question, which had not been fully solved by the 1933 

agreements, returned.  To Panama, these retail stores not only deprived Panamanian 

merchants of Canal trade but also symbolised the US determination to Anglicise the 

isthmus.  By expanding services in the Canal Zone, the commissaries had exaggerated their 

delegated duty to provide supplies not available locally.  Panamanian critics viewed the 

arrangement as a means of exploiting the Canal’s economic potential to the detriment of 

Panama.   

 

However, Panamanian protests over commissaries overlooked the practical services the 

system supplied.  Sometimes the War Department strained to find a plausible justification 

for activities of the commissaries, but in general it had good reason to argue that the 

Canal outlay required an efficient, dependable supply adjunct. 

 

Although Welles continued to insist that commercial activities in the Zone were related 

directly to Canal operation, Roosevelt had already made substantial concessions to 

Panama in 1933.  The immediate problem was to rephrase the administrative reforms of 

the Roosevelt-Arias Memorandum in a formal treaty Article. Welles pointed out that a 

detailed list of prohibitions in the new treaty might hamper future arrangements between 

Panamanian merchants and Canal Zone authorities.  But Alfaro wanted to draw specific 



limits around commissary activity, in case the Canal Zone officials interpreted a broadly 

worded injunction to suit US interests.  

 

Thus, Article III of the new Treaty declared that businesses in the Zone should be operated 

or used only by Canal Company employees, their families, or contractors and employees in 

residence.   After 2 March 1936 (when the Treaty was signed), all enterprises in the Zone 

had to have a direct relation to the protection, maintenance, sanitation, or defence of the 

Canal.  Charitable, educational, religious, and scientific organisations that functioned 

exclusively within the Zone would qualify under this provision.  At last Panamanian 

businessmen were to have equal opportunity for retail sales to ships in the Canal. 

 

The Panamanians also won a limited victory in the question of transit across the Zone. For 

years Canal Zone Police had prohibited the re-entry into the Zone of “undesirables” and 

criminals.  Such a practice was a blow to national pride, since it forbade certain 

Panamanian citizens to travel across the Zone from one part of the country to the other.  

Welles recognised the inherent right of Panamanian citizens to cross the US sector, even if 

“undesirable” to Zone Police.  But Article IV of the new Treaty made the right “subject to 

such police regulations as circumstances may require”.  It represented another step, albeit 

a small one, towards the assertion of Panamanian sovereignty in the Canal Zone.  

 

An important factor in obtaining a greater share of Canal benefits was the question of 

employment in the Canal Zone.  Because of the segregation of Zone occupations, 

Panamanians usually occupied the same status as “Silver Roll” West Indians who were 

paid “tropical” wages.  The result was not only economic but racial jealousy, particularly in 

the hard years of the 1930s.  What Alfaro wanted was equality of treatment with 

Americans in technical positions and preference for Panamanians over West Indians in 

unskilled jobs.  The Panama Canal Company looked at the matter as solely an 

administrative one and argued, with some justification, that Panama really wanted most-

favoured-nation treatment in Zone employment.  To this accusation Alfaro replied that 



Panama’s special relationship to the US implied special considerations.  Throughout the 

negotiations Welles refused to make any treaty obligation, contending that a formal 

commitment would bind the hands of Canal officials.  But in 1939, when the European 

crisis prompted increased expenditure on defence, Roosevelt stipulated special 

consideration for Panamanians in the authorisations for new construction.  

 

The most irritating problem was the effect of the concessions on Canal security.  To the 

War Department all the auxiliary functions of the Zone establishment were integral parts 

of the defence structure.  To the Army fell the duty of defending the Canal in order that 

the fleet might move rapidly from one ocean to the other, in 1935 the “two-ocean” fleet 

was still in the future.  One of the chief purposes of the 1903 Treaty was to grant the US 

broad powers of action to prevent any damage to the vital locks.  If these privileges were 

now relinquished, it was argued, the defence of the Canal would be seriously impaired.  To 

retain the assurances of the 1903 Treaty, even at the expense of offending Panamanian 

pride, might be better than to relinquish Article I of the 1903 Treaty and hamper defences. 

 

But the US had misused Article I.  Although framed as a guarantee of Panamanian 

independence, it had become the guise for US domination of Panamanian affairs.  It had 

provided legal foundation for sending Marines into Panama and for meddling in Panama’s 

foreign affairs.  Under the shadow of Article I, Panama had become a virtual protectorate.  

In reality, Article I was a guarantee of dependence, not independence. 

 

Welles was willing to accept an abrogation of Article I, if Panama in turn would commit to 

joint action in Canal defence.  He was satisfied that the original reason for Article I had few 

merits in 1935.  Panama had achieved political maturity, and the US Government probably 

would not need to intervene in the future.   

 

However, an unfriendly administration in Panama might grant dangerous concessions to 

foreign powers.  The central issue was the right of the US to intervene unilaterally if 



necessary to defend the Canal.  Obviously, such a question involved the old problem of 

sovereignty.  If Alfaro approved Welles’ press for emergency unilateral action, then the 

obligation would imply a servitude on Panamanian sovereignty.  Article I would reappear 

in another form to humiliate future Panamanian administrations.   

 

On the other hand, if both sides simply agreed to consult after a threat to the waterway, 

costly (and perhaps fatal) delays might result.  Welles noted a possibility: if Panama 

antagonised a third nation, the US Government would not wait for hostilities to break out 

before it intervened to protect the Canal.  Hence, Panama must recognise a responsibility 

to Canal defence.   

 

As a result, the final draft of Article X of the new Treaty supported the concept of joint 

responsibility but underscored the right of both the US and Panama to take unilateral 

action in an emergency – 

 

In case of an international conflagration or the existence of any threat of 

aggression which would endanger the security of the Republic of Panama or the 

neutrality of the Panama Canal, the Governments of the United States and the 

Republic of Panama will take measures of prevention as they may consider 

necessary for the protection of their common interests. Any measures, in 

safeguarding such interests, which it shall appear essential to one Government to 

take, and which may affect the territory under the jurisdiction of the other 

Government, will be the subject of consultation between the two Governments. 

 

What became the Hull-Alfaro Treaty of 1936 represented a new understanding between 

the US and Panama.  In it the 2 countries agreed – 

• to end the Panamanian protectorate;  

• to recognise Panama’s rights to a larger share of Canal prosperity; 

• to increase the annuity paid by the US from $250,000 to $436,000 dollars;  



• to recognise a joint commitment to Canal defence;  

• to uphold the right of transit across the Zone for Panamanian citizens; and 

• to abrogate the treaty stipulation of intervention in Panama City and Colón. 

 

END OF THE PANAMA RAILROAD MONOPOLY 

 

In addition to the new Treaty, both countries signed a transisthmian highway convention, 

which terminated the Panama Railroad monopoly and provided financial aid in the 

construction of a Panama City-Colón highway.  

 

The move for treaties regulating the construction of highways (and national radio 

transmitters – see below) stemmed from the Panamanian grievance that US Canal 

strategy prevented Panama from integrating the interior population by means of roads 

and radio.   

 

The US Army officers in the Canal Zone also contended that a highway crossing the 

isthmus parallel to the Canal would endanger security.  Military theoreticians at the time 

viewed the jungle alongside the waterway as an impenetrable barrier to any attacker, and 

believed it most likely that a strike against the locks would be launched from sea and land.  

Many of them regarded the Panamanian highway project as an asset to an attacker, who 

would probably land from the sea, move his forces into the interior, and strike at the locks 

along the Canal boundary.  Such a highway, the War Department argued, would merely 

help him to move men and supplies. 

 

The debate within the Panamanian Treaty Commission regarding these highway and radio 

transmitters was as spirited as those modifications made by the 1936 Treaty to the 1903 

Treaty.  The Roosevelt Administration readily accepted the Panamanian argument that the 

Republic deserved a transisthmian highway to connect its principal cities, offered to 



extend financial aid, and looked with disfavour on the non-transportation business 

ventures of the Panama Railroad Company.  

 

After considerable delay, the 1936 Treaty and the transisthmian highway treaty were 

finally approved by the US Senate in 1939.  This delay was due to warnings from the War 

Department that the concessions to Panama would undermine Canal defence.  A 

secondary factor was the decline of Roosevelt’s political influence following the abortive 

attempt to “pack” the Supreme Court in 1937.  

 

THE OTHER TREATIES - THAT DID NOT TAKE EFFECT 

 

2 other treaties were agreed that sought to allow Panama greater freedom in radio 

transmission on the isthmus, but encountered vigorous opposition from the War 

Department and was not put into effect. 

 

Like the agreement over the construction of highways, the call for one about radio 

stemmed from the Panamanian grievance that US Canal strategy prevented Panama from 

integrating the interior population by means of roads and radio.   

 

 

In the early 1930s, the interior villages were still isolated from the major settlements in 

Panama City and Colón.  The national capital on the Pacific was linked by rail with Colón, 

the Canal’s Caribbean terminus, but the line belonged to the Panama Railroad Company, a 

US concern which held a monopoly on transisthmian communication under Article V of 

the 1903 Treaty15.  Panamanian efforts to construct their own highway were viewed by 

the railroad company as a violation of the 1903 Treaty. 

 

 
15  “The Republic of Panama grants the United States a monopoly for the construction, maintenance, and 
operation of any system of communication dealing with the canal”. 



 

As for the question of radio transmission, the US military had supervised the 

establishment of radio transmitters for the Panamanian Government since 1903.  The 

legal foundation for such close control rested on Article I of the 1903 Treaty, whereby the 

US had guaranteed the independence of the Republic.  By interpretation this meant that 

Panama had a “reciprocal obligation to give us the right to protect the Republic . . . and 

Canal Zone; the control of wireless will be a vital factor in preventing foreign 

encroachments and aggressions”.  In practice, Panamanian Government messages were 

broadcast without charge, and paid commercial communications were sent out for a 

moderate fee.  However, the fact remained that all radio transmission near the Canal was 

strictly under the domination of the US military. 

 

It was the radio issue that faced numerous obstacles.  The Panamanian representatives 

convinced the Americans that the question of radio control required a separate treaty and 

should therefore be excluded from the 1936 Treaty.  What had affected Welles was the 

testimony of a naval officer who asserted before the Panamanian Treaty Commission that 

the erection of private installations would interfere with vital ship-to-shore transmissions 

near the Canal.  He felt that a joint US-Panamanian board could be established to oversee 

isthmian radio communications and substantially agreed with Alfaro’s position.  But Alfaro 

would tolerate such a board only in wartime and insisted that US supervision of 

Panamanian radio in peacetime was an infringement of national sovereignty.  

 

Until this point, when the US military had objected to the transisthmian highway treaty or 

to concessions in the 1936 Treaty, Welles and Hull had deferred to the Panamanian 

position.  However, Welles believed the issue of radio transmission was crucial to isthmian 

defences, so that the Roosevelt Administration was “unshakable on radio matters and 

unable to make concessions in principle”.  The US, he told Alfaro, must oversee any radio 

message emanating from Panama City. 

 



Despite Alfaro’s protests, 2 radio conventions, signed at the same time as the 1936 Treaty, 

provided for the organisation of a joint board, but ultimate control remained with the US.  

In addition, one of these treaties allowed the transfer of 2 US Navy installations to 

Panamanian jurisdiction.  Unfortunately, neither treaty was approved, although the 

station transfer did take place in 1940.  The other draft treaty remained under 

consideration in the US Senate until 1947, when President Truman withdrew it for more 

study.  

 

SUMMARY 

 

Overall, Panamanian diplomacy 1933-1936 was successful in improving or ending what 

was seen as the more repugnant features of the 1903 Treaty.  While influenced by 

nationalism in Panama, the new treaties also owed much to the Roosevelt Administration, 

for New Deal diplomats exhibited a willingness to give way to the rising nationalist 

aspirations in Panama.  The records of the Panamanian Treaty Commission reveal clearly 

that on several occasions Welles yielded to Alfaro and rejected the objections of the War 

Department.   

 

  



RICARDO JOAQUIN ALFARO JOVANÉ16 

 

He was born in Panama City on 20 August 1882, the grandson of a well-known member of 

the Venezuelan liberation armies.  Educated in Panama, his opportunity to further study 

law at the University of Cartagena was lost due to the War of a Thousand Days (Guerra de 

los Mil Días), the Colombian civil war 1899-1902 (Panama was, of course, still a province of 

Colombian then). 

In 1905, he became the Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs in the Panama Government 

post-independence.  In 1908, the was sent as Consul General in Barcelona and in 1912 he 

was appointed to the Legation of Panama in Washington DC (specifically dealing with the 

border questions with neighbouring with Costa Rica). 

In 1918-22, he was Secretary of Government and Justice, and in 1922-30 he was Envoy 

Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Panama to the US. 

In 1926, he had signed the abortive Alfaro-Kellogg Treaty, which set out to regulate the 

procedure for the expropriation of land for the operation of the Canal; the establishment 

of enterprises; the granting of customs facilities for Panama; and the payment, among 

others. It was eventually rejected by Panama's National Assembly.  See Annex 417. 

From 16 January 1931 to 5 June1932 he was President, after the 1931 coup and until 

President Harmodio Arias Madrid was elected in 1932.  In 1933, he returned to 

Washington as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Panama to the US, 

remaining there until 1936. 

While in Washington he and a diplomat, Narciso Garay Diaz, collaborated in negotiations 

that led to the 1936 Treaty (see Annex 4). 

He took part in the 1940 Presidential elections, but withdrew in the face of intimidation, 

and claims of election fraud, on the part of his opponent, Arnulfo Arias Madrid (see 

Chapter 42). He went to the US, only returning to Panama in 1942, after Arias Madrid had 

been deposed.  He went on hold a number of positions during the war in the 

Administration of President Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia. 

He worked on the new 1946 Constitution, being one of 3 lawyers responsible for drafting 

the new Constitution. 

In 1945, he became Minister of Foreign Affairs, and attended the first meeting of the new 

UN in San Francisco in 1945.  He resigned in 1947 over the Filós-Hines Treaty (see Chapter 

37). 

 
16  https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ricardo-joaquin-alfaro-jovane/  
17  https://www.archives.gov/files/research/foreign-policy/memoranda-1963.pdf  

https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/ricardo-joaquin-alfaro-jovane/
https://www.archives.gov/files/research/foreign-policy/memoranda-1963.pdf


He was a member of a commission led by Eleanor Roosevelt that wrote the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights in Paris in 1948, and he translated the Declaration into 

Spanish. 

In 1948-59, he taught as a professor at the University of Panama as Extraordinary 

Professor of International Law, but in 1959 left to become a judge at the International 

Court of Justice in The Hague.  He became Vice-President of the Court in 1961, and retired 

in 1964. 

Returning to Panama, he was involved as an advisor to President Roberto Chiari and 

political advisor on the negotiating mission for the 1967 Robles-Johnson Treaties18 (in the 

wake of unrest in Panama in the late 1950s and early 1960s). 

In 1966, he led the Panamanian delegation to the Meeting of the Special Commission on 

the Preliminary Draft of Reforms to the OAS.  In 1968-69, he headed the Commission for 

the Reform of the Panamanian Electoral Code. 

In March 1970, he was declared “Distinguished Citizen of the Republic”. 

He died at the age of 88 on 23 February 1971. 

 

 
18  Announced in 1967, it was signed by President Johnson and Panama’s President Marco A Robles.  When 
press reports indicated that the treaties would relinquish US control over the Panama Canal in favour of 

administration by a binational authority; provide for the defence of the Panama Canal; and allow the US 
to build a second canal across Panama if it chose to do so, members of the US Congress revolted and 
said they would not ratify such a treaty: https://library.cqpress.com/cqalmanac/document.php?id=cqal67-
1313378  

https://library.cqpress.com/cqalmanac/document.php?id=cqal67-1313378
https://library.cqpress.com/cqalmanac/document.php?id=cqal67-1313378

